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Golden Leaves Napkin Ring Pattern
designed by Randy Cavaliere ©2008 Pattern for personal use only.

Crochet these quick and easy, elegant napkin rings. They make great gifts, too!

........................................................................................................................................
NOTES:
1) Wipe vinyl protectant or hand lotion on metal hook and yarn for easy glide.
2) Tie a tight knot with Jelly Yarn™ by pulling strands until they stretch, then release,
Repeat to make double knot.
3) Metal crochet hook recommended.

Abbreviations

chain (ch)
Lsc (Leaf single crochet)
Round(s) (Rnd) (Rnds)
single crochet (sc)
slip stitch (sl st)
stitch (st)

..........................................................................................................................................................
Yarn
1 ball Honey Gold FINE Jelly Yarn™ / 100% vinyl / 200gm
Hook
H/8 (5mm) metal recommended
Gauge
No gauge needed.
Materials (If you can’t find these materials contact us, we may have them)
6 Glitter Leaves Buttons
for each napkin ring
(Dress It Up)

1– 1 12⁄ '' dia. Plastic Ring for each
napkin ring (Dritz Plastic Rings)

Finished Measurements
about 2 1⁄2 ''(6.35cm) diameter
Pattern Stitch
Leaf Sc (Lsc): Insert hook in ring, yarn over, pull up a loop (2 loops on hook), slide button close to loops, yarn over,
draw through both loops.

Golden Leaves Napkin Ring Pattern
Napkin Ring (make 4 or as many as needed)
Slide 6 buttons onto yarn in the sequence in which they are to appear around the ring.
Rnd 1: Leaving a 6'' tail, attach yarn with sc onto ring, sc, sc, Lsc, *3 sc, Lsc, rep from * around, join with sl st to first st.
(18 sc and 6 Lsc)
Rnds 2 and 3: Ch 1, turn, sc in each st around, join with sl st to first st. (24 sc)
Fasten off.

NOTE:
Slide leaves equally spaced, facing up around the outer edge of the ring.
Finishing
Thread both tails to wrong side and tie a double knot. Weave in ends and trim tails.
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